
HDTV -ready indoor TV/FM antennas.

Ready for high -definition TV? Our indoor TV antennas are!
Our antennas deliver a better picture on current broadcasts and in the future on HDTV.

Amplified HDTV and VHF/UHF
antenna is ready for the future
Eliminates the need for separate ant2nnas when
you upgrade to HDTV. Adjustable fine-tuning and
gain for best possible picture. Built-in NB switch
to select between antenna and another source,
like video game or cable. Amplified for best
reception, even with weaker signals. LED "on"
indicator. 75 -ohm coax cable with gold-plated
connector. Includes 12VDC car power adapter and
UL listed AC adapter lit , -1:1#15-1880

HDTV -ready amplified learning
antenna automatically adjusts
for the channel you select
Just program the antenna to fine-tune up to 50
stations. Then, anytime you select a channel
with your remote, the antenna automatically
adjusts for best reception. It even has manual
controls if you can't find your remote. Built-in
automatic switching function selects other
source, like video game or cable, when antenna
power is turned off. Adjustable gain control.
Gold-plated 75 -ohm output. 4 -ft. 75 -ohm
coaxial cable with gold-plated connector.
Includes AC adapter. #15-1870

Contemporary -design TV antenna
An attractive addition to any viewing room. Dial in the
clearest possible picture for each station with the 12 -
position fine-tuning control. HDTV -ready. Internal UHF
loop. Telescoping 39" black -chrome VHF dipoles. Gold-
plated 75 -ohm output. Includes 6 -ft. 75 -ohm coaxial cable
with gold-plated connectors. l:.s=;) #15-1868

Elegant HDTV -ready
picture frame antenna
A unique and attractive way to improve your
reception! Holds a 4x6" photo. 12 -position fine-
tuning. 3 -foot 75 -ohm cable. I:sz.11 #15-1866

Gain switch and easy -to -adjust loop
Compact s?t-top antenna has selectable 15dB gain for
weak stations, 8dE gain for strong ones. HDTV -ready. Fine-
tuning control. LED "on" indicator. 3 -ft. 75 -ohm coax cable
and UL listed AC adaptor 1:444'ii #15-1838

HDTV/UHF antenna
Outperforms built-in UHF antennas. Stands upright on
top of TV set. Protective vinyl foot covers. 300 -ohm
hookup. #5.30-0998

More reception problem solvers
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VHF/UHF antenna
(1) Tetscoping rods for VHF. Loop UHF. 75 -ohm
coax onnectcr. #1.,.-1864

VHF dipole
(2) Back-of-sEt snap -in VHF -TV antenna. 300 -ohm
hooku D, 75 -ohm transformer. #15-236

UHF outline bow -tie
(3) Super easy to listall-snaps on VHF antenna rod.
#15-234
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Red numbers available only through www.RadioShack.com, by special order at our stores or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK®. For shipping and pricing information, see page 3.


